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The Introduction of Crystallographic
Concepts Using Lap-Dissolve Slide
Techniques

Our approach tosubjects which dealwith three-dimensional
structure is often dictated by the visual aids available for use
in
the
For manv vears. we at Purdue Universitv have
~ lecture.
~
based our discussion i f t h e &uctures of metals and ionic
solids on a discussion of the location of atoms and the geometrical relationships within a unit cell, in large part because
we had models of these unit cells which were more or less
visible from the rear of the lecture hall (I). Our students may
have developed some appreciation for the contents of the unit
cell, the arrangement of ions in selected ionic solids, and the
geometric relationships within the cell. They missed, however,
the important relationships between structure and stoichiometry, the structural similarities between apparently unrelated compounds such as CsCl and CaF2, and the regularity
of extended structures in ionic solids in general. Indeed we
often deliberately neglected the structure stoichiometry relationship because we felt that no effective visual technique
was available for presenting this material in the lecture.
With the development of lap-dissolve slide techniques, we
can now present visual effects which are clearly visible from
the rear of a lecture hall, regardless of its size, and which can
show structural features in extended arrays of atoms or ions
involving up to several hundred atoms. Consequently, we have
adopted a revised approach to the presentation of the structures of solids.
~~~~

The Lap-~lssolveTechnique
The lao-dissolve technique uses two (or more) matched
slide proj&ors focused on a-singlescreen so that their images
ooerlap and a dissolve unit which fades out the image from
one projector as it fades in the image from the other (2-3). By
replacing the momentary blank between consecutive slides
in a classical one-projector presentation with a controlled
dissolve between visually related images, the lap-dissolve
techuiaue can orovide a form of oseudo-animation which
helps the viewpr tnrnaintain n correlation between thespatial
relationshirx in one ilide and the next. This technique can he
particularl;, \,ahable when we try to lead the student through
the three-dimensional relation?hips that ran be found in extended arrays of atoms or ions.
There are several advantaaes of a lap-dissolve program
compared with other visual media such as film or videotape.
The instructor retains control over: (1 J the selection uf mnterial to he included in the lecture, (2) the order of presentation of topics, (3) the rate with which information is introduced..~~~~~~
and (4)
. . the nature of the discussion which accomoanies
the ~~isual(lisplay.Thus,
the instructor can t n h r the pr&am
to the students in a uarticular clasi.'l'he materials discussed
below are used a t Purdue University in the extremes of the
general chemistry and both undergraduate and graduate
courses in inorganic chemistry.
~~~
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~

~

The Descrlption of the Structures of Metals and lonlc Solids
Before we can nresent the reasons for the formation of
pnrticular structures, and before we can begin to discuss the
topics ui non-ituichiom~tricsubstances, solid solutions, suPresented at the ACS National Meeting, March 25, 1980, as part
of the State-of-the-ArtSymposium on Solid State Chemistry in the
Undergraduate Curriculum sponsored by the Division of Chemical
Education.

perlattices, ionic mobility in crystalline solids, or the effects
of lattice defects on the chemical and physical properties of
solids, we need to tell our students how to represent the
structures of simple solids.
The structures of most ionic solids can be described as efficiently packed, regular arrays of spherical anions with
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I. Extended arravs of mherss
.
A Tne hexagonal closest packed anay
B Tne eubac c osast packed m a y dacs.cenlerw cmtc array1
C. The body centered cubic array
U. The simple cubic array
E. Structures of metals as arrays of spheres
11. Structwal features of ionic solids
A. Cations and anions differ in size
6. Cations occupy the space leH aver in an array of anions
C. Anions need not touch but may occupy positions of an extended
arm"
-. .-,
0. Cations touch anions to maximize the efficiency of packing
E. Small cations tend to occupy tetrahedral holes. larger cations tend to
occupy octahedral or cubic holes
Ill. Octahedral holes in positions of closest packing
A. Location, geometry, and cwrdination number of octahedral holes
B. One octahedral hole per anion
C. Occupancy of holes refiects stoichiometry
1. NaCI. NiO. MnS. KH: all octahedral holm accu~ied
2 Cd alternate planes of octanearal noles Occup w
3 T O1 MgF) N#F2one-half of oclanedrs noles m eacn plane occu
pied
IV. Tetrahedral holes in positions of closest packing
A. Location, geometry, and coordination number of tetrahedral holes
B. TWOtetrahedral holes per anion
C. Occupancy of holes reflects stoichiometry
1. LilO, Na20. Li2S, N@ a11 tetrahedral holes occupied
2.
- ZnS. ZnSe. BeO: onehalt of tetrahedral holes occuDied
v. c,,hir holes
A Tnere are no cuoic holes in close pac*ed arrays
B .matoon, geometry an. emrd nat on numoer of cuoic noles in an ons
in positions at a simple cubic array
C. One cubic hole per anion
D. Occupancy of holes reflects stoichiometry
1. CsCi. CsBr. TICI: all cubic holes occupied
2. CaF2, SrCls SrH2. U02: onehalf of cubic hales occupied
VI. Description of mixed structures
A. Tetrahedral and octahedral holes occupied simultaneously
1. Spinels: oneeighth of tetrahedral and one-half of octahedral holes
occupied
2. Silicates. phosphates, etc.
a. Nonmetal in tetrahedral hole, metal in octahedral hole, oxides
in approximate close packed array
b. Non-mtsl covalently bonded to oxygen giving discrete polyatomic
ions
6. Perovskites. ABXs
1. Large cations (B) and anions (X) occupy positions of cubic closest
packing in the same array
2. Small c a t i w (A) occupy octahedral holes,
VII. Effect of radius ratio and covalency on hole selection
ViII. Unit cells and crystal systems
A. Unit cell. the buildinrr block of an extended structure
B Oescrlpt on of s u e an0 shape of un t cell
C Contents of unlt calls
D Geometrocai recatonshqps w than ~n t cells
IX. Etc
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Figure 1. A portion of the

idealized structure of NaCl showing the filling of all

Figure 2. A ponion of t h e idealized structure al Ti01 showing the filiing of one-half
of the octahedral holes.

spherical cations occupving holes in these anion arrays. With
this simple concept a i d some elementary ideas of what constitutes an efficiently packed array of spheres and the empty
space available in such an array, a student can correlate and
organize a great deal of information on the structures of metals
and manv ionic solids. A svllahus which describes this appwach to the description of the strucrures of solids is presented in the rahle. Our .
nuroost!
. is not todircu~seachofthese
points in detail; more information can be found elsewhere
(4-11). However, several points should be noted.
The geometrical relationships between hexagonal closest
packed and cuhic c h e s t packed arrays of spheres are among
the most difficult that ikroductory chemistry students a&
asked to arasp. In general, they do not have sufficient experience' w%h tbe use of two-dimensional representations of
three-dimensional concepts, so the use of diagrams to present
these concents is comnlicated bv the necessitv for concomitant
training of'the student in the% interpretakon. Models are
oh\ iouslv a better visual aid for the introduction of these
cunwpts. IJniortunarely, models are nca always visible to all
students in the classnxm. and they are ditiirult to handle.
especially when they are large enough to he seen clearly and
if thev are extensive enough to represent a close packed array.
We have found, though, that slides of models can he used in
a verv effective presentation. The pseudo-animation available
fromlap-dissol;e techniques further enhances the presentation, allowing us, for example, to show the structural relationships between success&e close packed planes in these
arrays. Photographing the models on a light box, with the
resulting illumination of the triangular voids between the
spheres in a close packed plane, makes a particularly striking
series of slides.
Having introduced the common types of arrays of spheres
(hexaeonallv and cuhic closest packed, hodv centered cubic,
we next turn to the packing of spheres of
and i ~ ~ n phit),
le
uncaual sizes found it1 ionic cwtnls. At t h i x point the concept
of an ionic ,rystal as an extended array of aficiently packed
anions w i catims occupying the remaining space is intrw
1 t : d N t h a t in crystals such as NaC'I aud %nSthe anion
arras shu~tldnut be de~(~111ied
as (.I~~seif
packed. Thi, catims
are &large to fit into holes in a closest packed array of anions.
In these crystals, the anions can be regarded as occupying the
~ o s i t i o n of
s closest ~ackine.
T h e lap.diss~dvetechnique ir particularly eifecrive in presenrine" the locarion of wtahedral and rerrahrdral holes in
arrays of anions in positions of closest packing, and of cuhic

holes in arrays of anions in positions of simple cuhic packing,
as well as showing the geometry and coordination number of
such holes. The technique allows us to dissolve, for example,
from a model of an extended array of several hundred atoms
to a single octahedron. This ability to single out a particular
structural feature in a complex model is one of the more
powerful aspel ts of the technique.
h e student can now he introduced tc, the relationship
between the stoichiometry of a salt and the fraction of octahedral, tetrahedral, or cubic holes which are occupied in the
crystal structure, as well as the factors which affect the choice
of the holes to be used. After the concept of the repetitive
nature of solids has been established through extensive exposure to slides such as those shown in Figures 1and 2, the
student is oreoared for the idea of a unit cell. The concent of
the unit ceil as the "building block" which can he used to describe such a re~etitivearrav, and the relationship of a sinale
unit cell to such an array, iireadily perceptible.
At this stage, the student should be ready to move on to
more advanced concepts, thus the "Etc." in item IX of the
table. However, we have one final suggestion. Slides or photographs of models should hemixed with slides which present
diagrammatic representations of these models, to train the
students to use two-dimensional representations of threedimensional structures. Unlike the more elementary concepts,
slide sets of more advanced concepts may not be available.
Crystal Structure Slide Sets

Octahedral holes.
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The authors have develo~edthe ca~ahilitv
. of -produeina
registered copies of the lap-dissolve slihes that we use to introduce crystallographic concepts in our lectures. Individuals
who are interested in obtaining copies of these slides should
contac; the authors for further information.
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